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PRIMARY SCHOOL’S SELECTION:
● UN GIORNO SENZA UN PERCHÈ / A Day Without a Reason Why
● UN ELEFANTE SOTTO AL LETTO / An Elephant Under the Bed
● SONO ARRIVATO IN RITARDO PERCHÈ… / A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to School…
● LA STORIA DELLA LIBELLULA CORAGGIOSA / The Tale of the
Courageous Dragonfly
● LEI VIVIAN MAIER / She. Vivian Maier

SECONDARY SCHOOL’S SELECTION:
● ARTE PINGUINA / Penguin’s Art
● SALTA BART! / Jump, Bart!
● CIAO, TU / Hi There, You!
● PACUNAÌMBA. L’AVVENTUROSO VIAGGIO DI SANTO EMANUELE
/ Pacunaímba. The Adventurous Journey of Santo Emanuele
● MATITE COLORATE IN FONDO AL MARE
/ Coloured Pencils at the Bottom of the Sea

SPECIAL THEME
NEMMENO UN GIORNO DI ANTONIO FERRARA E GUIDO SGARDOLI
Not Even a Day by Antonio Ferrara and Guido Sgardoli

PRIMARY SCHOOL’S SELECTION:

Un giorno senza un perchè
(A Day Without a Reason
Why)
by Davide Calì, Monica
Barengo
Padova: Kite, 2014
[ISBN] 978 88-67450-30-5

►Synopsis: Sometimes things happen in life which we are unable to
explain. Like what happened to a gentleman, who one morning on
awaking discovers out that he has sprouted a pair of wings on his back.
Having overcome his initial dismay he starts asking whoever he meets
for a reason for this transformation but no one is able to give him a
plausible explanation. In the end there is always a reason in life and
the important thing is to understand what this is.The book is a
parabola on the discovery of your own identity and on the meaning of
special encounters.

►The author: Davide Calí, author of Piano

piano, The Enemy, I love kissing you, A Dad
Who Measures Up, I Like Chocolate,
Santa's Suit, The Bear with the Sword,
What is this Thing Called Love? and 10
Little Insects, is one of Europe's most
innovative and acclaimed writers of
illustrated books.
He is the author of over 40 illustrated books, including I Can't Wait
(illustrated by Serge Bloch), which won France's prestigious Baobab
Prize for the most innovative book of 2005 and he has won the Honour
Book sponsored by the American Library Association's Batchelder
Award.

►The illustrator: Monica Barengo, born in

Turin in 1990, from her childhood shows an
interest towards the world of images, drawing
and reading books. She studies art at
secondary school and, attending a workshop
on figurative arts, falls in love with the craft of
the illustrator. She feels she has many stories
to tell and she wants to do it like that, on the
tips of her toes. Wins a scholarship to attends
a three years course at the IED in Turin and she is selected to exhibits
at the “Children’s Book Fair di Bologna 2012” and the “Previsioni
Future 2013” prize proclaimed by the Association of Illustrators.

Sono arrivato in ritardo
perchè...
(A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to School...)
Davide Calì & Benjamin
Chaud
Milano: Rizzoli, 2015
[ISBN] 978-88-17-07856-6

►Synopsis: “EXCUSES, EXCUSES! Or are they? First, some giant ants
steal breakfast. Then there are the evil ninjas, a massive ape,
mysterious mole people, a giant blob, and other daunting (and
astonishing) detours along the way to school. Are these excuses the
real reason why this pupil is late? Or is there another explanation that
is even more outrageous than the rest? From “I Didn’t do my
homework because…” from the author/illustrator team of Davide Cali
and Benjamin Chaud comes a fast-paced, action-packed, laugh-outloud story about finding your way to school despite all the odds—and
unbelievable oddness!”

►The author: Davide Calì, author of
Piano Piano, The Enemy, I love kissing you,
A Dad Who Measures Up, I Like Chocolate,
Santa's Suit, The Bear with the Sword,
What is This Thing Called Love? and 10
Little Insects, is one of Europe's most
innovative and acclaimed writers of
illustrated books.
He is the author of over 40 illustrated books, including I Can't Wait
(illustrated by Serge Bloch), which won France's prestigious Baobab
Prize for the most innovative book of 2005 and he has won the Honour
Book sponsored by the American Library Association's Batchelder
Award.

►The illustrator: Benjamin Chaud was
born in Briançon in the Hautes-Alpes and
he studied drawing and applied arts at the
Arts Appliqués Centre in Paris and the Arts
Décoratifs in Strasbourg. He has worked
with numerous publishers including Albin
Michel and Actes Sud, and his awardwinning books have been translated into
over twenty languages.

Un elefante sotto il letto
(An Elephant Under the
Bed)
by Andrea Valente
Roma: Lapis, 2014
[ISBN] 978-88-7874-377-9

►Synopsis: In this book the word elephant is repeated 75 times, but
also the word apparently appears 12 times, so apparently, this book
is about an elephant. All the others words filling the pages tell the
story of an unusual day, even though the adjective unusual appears
only once. But what is more unusual than an elephant under the bed,
ready to turn your day upside down?
Close your eyes and think of all those objects, which have been lost by
who knows who, under your bed for a long time. There is a whole
world under there: socks, pencils, books, photographs, soft toys, hats
and, perhaps, even an elephant! Here it is then! If even with a torch,
you can’t see an elephant under your bed it is about the time that you
read this book.

►The author/illustrator:
“Andrea Valente tells stories
with his pen and with his
paintbrush; he draws and writes
about sheep, astronauts,
Olympic adventures, journeys
around the world and every
other thing that springs to mind.
This time he is dealing with an
elephant. As well as reading and
writing books he collects ties
which feature Mickey Mouse on
them and coffee machines. Nevertheless, at the end of the day, he
only uses the one same coffee machine all the time and he never
wears a tie at any time, unless it is a very important occasion, as
when he received the Andersen Prize in 2011 for the best complete
author”.
He can be contacted through his website address at
www.andreavalente.it, where you can find all the latest news about
his work, browse, write to him and even invite him for a cup of coffee.

La storia della libellula
coraggiosa
(The Tale of the
Courageous Dragon Fly)
by Chiara Frugoni, Felice
Feltracco.
Milano: Feltrinelli, 2015
[ISBN] 978-88-07-922263-3

►Synopsis: A boy asks his mother why his grandfather is no longer
around and the answer becomes a fairy tale.
Once upon a time there was a pond and on its soft bottom lived some
small dragonfly larvae. The scenery among which they moved was a
woodland of aquatic plants which were constantly in motion on
whose stems the young larvae would rock and swing as if in a cradle.
Every now and then when one of the larvae became a little larger than
the others it would be taken by the desire to rise up to the surface of
the pond. The companions of the larva saw it climb on to the stem of
a pond weed and disappear forever. This made them feel very sad but
at the same time very curious. A brave dragonfly larva promised her
friends that when it was her turn, she would return underwater to tell
the other larvae about her adventure. And the big day finally
arrived....
An adventurous tale that touches and consoles the boy in his search
for his grandfather. A delicate metaphor for the transformations and
losses in life, very delicately narrated by the pen of Chiara Frugoni and
the water colour illustrations of Felice Feltracco.

►The author: Chiara Frugoni taught
Mediaeval History at the Universities of
Pisa, Rome and Paris. She has
published numerous essays on the
figure of Saint Francis. Her books have
been translated into all the major
European languages, as well as
Japanese and Korean.
►The illustrator: Felice Feltracco, was born
in Asolo in 1967, he graduated from the
“Accademia di Belle Arti” in Venice as a set
designer and began his career working for
some of the most important theatres in Italy
and abroad. As a painter he developed a great
passion for the study of watercolour
techniques and in 2009 he exhibited some of
his works at the Royal Institute of Painters at
the Mall Gallery in London. The beautiful
illustrations in the book San Francesco e il
lupo, winner of the 2014 Andersen prize, are the perfect example of
the artist’s capacity for capturing nature’s heart- by moving beauty
and are inspired by his study of the Kano School, one of the most
famous schools of Japanese painting.

Lei. Vivian Maier.
(She.Vivian Maier)
by Cinzia Gigliano
Roma : Orecchio acerbo,
2016
[ISBN] 978-88-99064-27-3

►Synopsis: “Vivian was mysterious. She used to wear men’s shirts,
she used to swear in French and she knew all the tales of O. Henry by
heart, she used to walk like a wading bird with her long legs, and like
a trampolinist with long legs she used to walk across and spent her
time photographing time”. A diary. The diary of Vivian Maier. Not
written with a pen but with a camera, her inseparable Rolleiflex.
Always round her neck and close to her heart. She had a special eye
to portray the children she was looking after as a nanny; people she
met in the street along her path; the neighbourhood of the cities she
loved, New York and Chicago; faraway places she visited during her
numerous journeys. And behind every snapshot – 150,000 negatives,
thousands of un-developed films– the interest in others and in
something new.

►The author/illustrator: Cinzia Ghigliano is a
female author of Italian comics, best known for
her series 'Solange'. She was born in the Italian
Alps. She studied art in her hometown, Cuneo. In
1976 Ghigliano co-operated on a collective
album on Casanova ('Mémoires de Casanova'),
and a year later, she was present in Linus with 'Le
Canzoni dell'Astra Storia'. From 1977 to 1979 she
drew 'Lea Martelli' in the women's weekly
Amica, a series about a female lawyer. During
the same period, she also made a comic adaptation of Henrik Ibsen's
'Casa di Bambola' (A Doll’s House and 'Il Mistero dell'Isolina', a story
set in Italy at the beginning of the 20th century.
From 1982, she was present in Corto Maltese magazine with their
series 'Solange', which was also published in the French magazines À
Suivre and Corto. Two years later, Ghigliano teamed up with Luca
Novelli to create the more educational works 'La Storia della Chimica'
(1984) and 'La Storia Naturale' (1989) for Montedison. In the 1990s,
she contributed to magazines like Corriere dei Piccoli and Snoopy, and
eventually focused on illustrating children's books for publishing
houses like Mondadori. She continued to accept occasional
commissions for comics, and she gives courses in comics and
illustration in Italy and abroad.

SECONDARY SCHOOL’S SELECTION:

Arte Pinguina
(Penguin’s Art)
by Massimo Fenati
Milano: Tea, 2015
[ISBN] 978-88-502-4158-3

►Synopsis: For centuries the figure of the Penguin has been a central
focus of every form of artistic expression. Moreover even the natural
habitat of penguins has revealed it to be Ant-art-ic, do you see and
get it? And who better than the curators Gus and Waldo to guide us
through this unchartered and unexplored territory?
For the first time, collected in a single volume, the great masterpieces
of the MoPa (Museum of Modern Penguin Art) the author has had fun
reinventing the masterpieces of classic painting and history of art
substituting the original subjects and characters portrayed by the
great artists, with the figure of the penguin. Maybe you too could have
fun reinventing a famous masterpiece painting by inserting yourself
or your favourite character in the picture.

►The author/illustrator:
Massimo Fenati “Give me pencil
and paper, or a digital pen and a
Wacom tablet, and I’m a happy
man. So whatever job involves
drawing, I will throw myself into
it with a great passion.
I was born and raised in Italy.
After an MA in Architecture, I
moved to London where I worked for years on 3D stuff like furniture
and products. But my childhood love for comic books led me to a new
career as an illustrator when I started my first series of Gus and Waldo
books. The natural step after that was animation.
So these are a few things I do nowadays: I produce all sorts of images
and motion graphics for TV shows, I've published 4 comic books in the
UK, Italy and other countries, I regularly publish a comic for kids in an
Italian newspaper and I'm developing concepts for books, but I also
enjoy collaborating with writers”.

Salta Bart!
(Jump, Bart!)
by Susanna Tamaro
Cinisello Balsamo: San Paolo,
2014
[ISBN] 978-88-09-79818-2

►Synopsis: Bart is ten years old, is very intelligent and lives in a future
which is not too far off from today, in which life is governed by
technology and every part of the day is regulated by machines. He is
always alone: he sees his parents who are far away at work only via a
monitor screen and the only contact which provides him with some
warmth and comfort is his young teddy-bear Kapok. However, soon
even this comfort, considered by his mother to be an unnecessary
distraction, is taken away from him. For young Bart his day is always
the same, governed by a frenetic sequence of duties, courses and
exercises.
However, his meeting with a funny chicken who has escaped from her
coop in search of freedom, launches him on an incredible adventure,
which begins with a leap…into the pages of a mysterious book. A
formative journey through fantastic worlds which reveal to Bart the
truth about his own origins. A work of reflection on the distortions
brought about by technology and on our society preoccupied with
well-being and prosperity rather than with more important values and
respect for the planet which is our home.

►The author: Susanna Tamaro, was born in
Trieste in 1957. Her mother is related to the
celebrated Italian novelist Italo Svevo. In 1976,
Tamaro obtained her teacher’s diploma and
won a scholarship to study at the Centro
Sperimentale di Cinematografia, an Italian
school of experimental cinema. She obtained a
diploma in Directing. Following a work
experience with Italian Television (RAI)
producing some important documentaries, she
began working as a full-time writer publishing many novels which
have had an incredible success.
Per voce sola (Just for one voice) (For one voice only) (1991) won the
International PEN prize and was translated into several languages.
In 1994, she wrote Va' dove ti porta il cuore (in English Follow your
Heart). The book was an international bestseller and became the
"Italian book most sold in the 20th century". This novel was translated
into more than 35 languages. In 1996, the Italian director, Cristina
Comencini, made a film based on the novel.
For children she has written many novels such as “Cuore di ciccia, (The
meaty heart); Tobia e l’angelo (Tobias and the Angel) etc.
In 2016 Salta Bart! Has won the first celebrated Strega Prize for
Children’s fiction.

Ciao, tu!
(Hi There, You!)
by Beatrice Masini & Roberto
Piumini
Milano: Rizzoli oltre, 2015
[ISBN] 978-88-17-07177-2

►Synopsis: Who hasn’t fallen in love with a class-mate at school?
Viola does. However, rather than messing about with her friends,
playing the fool in other words, she decides on action. She writes to
Michele, the object of her love, and gives him a few clues, she raises
his curiosity, she speaks to him about her and she allows him to speak
too. Little by little from their first notes to each other, an interest and
an affectionate friendship for each other is born which leads to the
desire to know each other increasingly better.

►The authors: Beatrice Masini works and
lives in Milan as a journalist writer and
translator.
She is the well-known translator of the
Harry Potter series, by J. K. Rowling
published in Italy by Salani.
Her novels, for children and young adults,
have been awarded numerous prizes such
as: the Andersen Prize as best writer in
2004, The Pippi Prize and the Elsa Morante Prize for young readers.
Roberto Piumini was born at Edolo in the
Val Camonica and for several years now he
divides his time between Milan and the
Tuscan countryside. After working as a
puppeteer and an actor he published his
first book in 1978. This has been followed
by numerous other works: novels, poetry,
poems, short stories and plays both for
children and adults.

Pacunaímba. L’avventuroso
viaggio di Santo Emanuele.
(Pacunaímba. The
Adventurous Journey of Santo
Emanuele)
by Michele D’Ignazio
Milano: Rizzoli, 2016
[ISBN] 978-88-17-08675-2

►Synopsis: Santo Emanuele is the young assistant of the Mayor of
Lancastre, an eccentric and a bit of a swindler. Elections are imminent,
the town is in chaos and in order to be re-elected the first citizen
needs the vote of a distant relative of Santo Emanuele who for several
years now has been lost in a wild part of Brazil. With his thoughts
constantly turning to his very kind colleague Mara, the ingenuous and
ill equipped assistant embarks on an adventurous journey full of
magical episodes. From the imposing trees of the Mato, the tin
barrack huts of the Favelas to the children who play in torrential rain
this new world becomes a magical mirror which reflects a very
different view for Santo Emanuele of the Brazil he thought he knew.
From the author of Story of a pencil, a magical and visionary story
which interweaves poetry and comedy, in this work he presents us
with the story of an extraordinary journey from the South of Italy
suspended between the sea and the sky to a wild and seductive Brazil.

►The author: Michele D’Ignazio was born at Cosenza in 1984. He has
published with Rizzoli his celebrated Story of a pencil about the boypencil Lapo who has captivated the minds and hearts of many young
readers. During the summer he manages a tavern in the historic
centre of San Nicola Arcella on the Alto Tirreno part of Calabria.

Matite colorate in fondo al
mare
(Coloured Pencils at the
Bottom of the Sea)
by Cinzia Capitanio
Foggia: Mammeonline, 2013
[ISBN] 978-88-89684-66-5

►Synopsis: The book is about two boys who both keep a diary, about
two voyages across the same sea but with an entirely different
purpose. Marco travels with his family on a splendid cruise ship
enjoying the wonders he encounters when the ship arrives in different
ports throughout the world.
Seydou, fleeing from the war which engulfs his country, travels in the
hold of a rickety and unsafe fishing vessel hidden from view together
with many of his fellow nationals, and his eyes when he raises his gaze
are only met with scenes of fear and loneliness contained in the eyes
of those around him.
The only thing which the two boys have in common is that each has a
drawing pad and coloured pencils with which they are able to make
notes in the form of a diary about the most significant events of their
journey. However, one day...

►The author: Cinzia Capitanio was
born and lives in Vicenza. She graduated
in Science of Education and has taught
for many years at primary school level.
She has three children which fill and
occupy her life together with a small
army of vivacious pupils.
Books have always been her passion
because for her reading is a means of
travelling with fantasy, dreams, laughter and reflective thought.
For a few years now she has begun writing short stories
Her stories germinate and grow out of the noisy gaiety of children,
from their ability to observe the world with transparency, with their
look of curiosity, with that desire to learn which, like the flame in a
hearth has to be constantly kindled and fed so that it is never
extinguished.

SPECIAL THEME

Nemmeno un giorno
(Not Even a Day)
by Antonio Ferrara & Guido
Sgardoli
Milano: Il Castoro, 2014)
[ISBN] 978-88-8033-837-6

►Synopsis: Not even a day, inspired by a true story, is an ‘on the road’
novel. Leon has itchy feet and cannot wait to leave Italy and get away
from that city, from that family which is not his real family and even if
his ‘parents’ are good people he needs to travel to his real home and
find his roots. So one day he takes an extreme and dangerous
decision: Leon steals the car of his adoptive parent Sergio- a powerful,
brand new Audi- in order to escape and travel to his native city where
his sister still lives.
Accompanied by background music, principally the rock music of
several decades ago, and an unexpected friend, he discovers that his
journey turns out to be quite different to what he had imagined it to
be and serves to help him learn what is really important and to look
with fresh eyes at the world which surrounds him and make him ask
of himself what is really important for him.

THE SOUND TRACK OF THE BOOK: Each chapter opens with a title of
a song which is always different and of varying real time length. They
are the traces of a playlist which Leon finds in the car and which he
plays throughout his journey, songs which trace the passage of time
and accompany his flight and his thoughts.
If you wish to listen to the music you can find it on this Playlist:
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLrMZumIWlgKoiutnZ5tm5dpRLXx
XCNC-0
►The authors: Antonio Ferrara is an author,
illustrator and educator. In 2012 he won the
Andersen Prize for the over 15 age group with his
book Ero cattivo (I was bad) whose principal
character is an adolescent who is the victim of
other people’s prejudices. He has worked for the
last seven years in a communal hostel for minors.
He has published with several publishers
including Mondadori, Rizzoli, Salani, San Paolo,
Interlinea, Condè Nast, Falzea, Tolbà, Fatatrac, Le Compagnie
Creative, Artebambini, Nuove Edizioni Romane. He runs a creative
writing laboratory and workshop for young people, teachers and even
prisoners in schools, libraries, prisons, hospitals and various cultural
institutions.
Guido Sgardoli has won the Bancarellino and
Andersen (2009) Prizes with Eligio S. – I giorni
della Ruota (Giunti) and was a finalist and
winner of various prizes also with is
mostrecent work Frozen Boy (San Paolo). He
has published numerous works for infants,
young children and teenagers which have all
met with great success with some of Italy’s
foremost publishers.
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